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Abstract 

Problem Statement: As the implementation and utilization of internet of things (IoT) in healthcare 

increases, the quality of software plays a critical role in system reliability, usefulness, and safety. 

Software quality also directly impacts the return-on-investment expected from these systems. However, 

the number of manufacturers and standards involved in the development of healthcare IoT makes 

software quality assurance (QA) and quality control (QC) a significant challenge. This study focused on 

the problems of (1) assessing the existing and established software quality standards and guidelines 

applicable to healthcare IoT systems; (2) applying the relevant processes and standards to assess the 

quality of an IoT healthcare system. Methods: This study conducted a literature review to identify the 

established standards and practices to ensure software quality. The study then focused on customizing, 

extending, and adopting the identified standards and best practices based on the interconnectivity of the 

system. The processes and best practices were applied on a healthcare IoT system. A prioritized quality 

improvement plan was developed and applied based on the operational profile, business importance, and 

static code measures. This experience resulted in a set of recommendations for quality assessment and 

improvement. Results: The literature review found out the current QA and QC standards such as 

Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMI), Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) 

standards (e.g., IEEE 730), and International Standards Organization and the International 

Electrotechnical Commission (ISO/IEC) standards (e.g., ISO/IEC 12207 and 9001). However, there were 

not sufficient standards and guidance available to test the IoT system as it included interfaces to external 

systems. The process standards used during system implementation were not followed and documented 

efficiently. Prioritized testing found various broken functionalities and implementation flaws in the 

interconnected IoT system which resulted in multiple failures. Testing resulted in developing a regression 

test suite that should be utilized during further system enhancements and as the interfaces connected to 

external system are modified or updated. Additionally, the execution of SCA tools identified large 

portions of  dead code (nonexecutable) and unreachable code. SCA tools identified around 1,800 bugs 

and warnings related to system quality. The QA and QC recommendation list is prepared from the reports 

of static code analysis and analyzed standards. Significance: This study provides a systematic approach 

and its application to assess and improve the quality of healthcare IoT systems. In the examined system, 

the use of standards and guidelines in the implementation and adoption was inadequate. Significantly, our 

testing process identified a large number of bugs and implementation flaws. The recommendations made 

from this guided study will help project managers to asses and monitor progress while implementing 

quality healthcare systems. Nursing educators can also consider using the identified standards and 

guidelines to inform the future generations of nurses about software quality improvement approaches 

applicable to the healthcare IoT systems. 


